Abstract: Materials and methods are provided for treating dengue infections. Human monoclonal antibodies against all serotypes of dengue virus are also provided. Methods of using human monoclonal antibodies to neutralize all dengue-virus serotypes are provided using patients’ peripheral blood lymphocytes.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of) inventions in this international application, as follows:

1. claims: 1-11 (partially)

Subject-matter of claims 1-11 insofar as it relates to a human anti-dengue virus (DENV) anti body designated "D23-1A10H7" which comprises heavy chain variable region (VH) CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 1-3 and light chain variable region (VL) CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 100-102.

2. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Invent on 1, where n the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-1B3B9" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 4-6 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 103-105.

3. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Invent on 1, where n the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-1C1G4" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 7-9 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 106-108.

4. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Invent on 1, where n the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-1C2D2" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 10-12 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 109-111.

5. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Invent on 1, where n the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-1G7C2" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 13-15 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 112-114.

6. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Invent on 1, where n the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-1H5A11" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ
ID Nos. 16-18 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 115-117.

---

7. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-3A10G12" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 19-21 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 118-120.

---

8. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-4A6F9" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 22-24 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 121-123.

---

9. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-4F5E1" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 25-27 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 124-126.

---

10. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-4H12C8" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 28-30 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 127-129.

---

11. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-5E6B1" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 31-33 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 130-132.

---

12. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventor on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti -DENV anti body designated "D23-5G2D2" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 34-36 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set
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13. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D23-5G8E3" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 37-39 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 136-138.

---

14. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D30-1E7B8" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 40-42 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 139-141.

---

15. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D30-3A1E2" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 43-45 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 142-144.

---

16. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D30-3B6C7" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 46-48 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 145-147.

---

17. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D32-2D1G5" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 49-51 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 148-150.

---

18. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As Inventi on 1, where i n the anti body i s a human anti -DENV anti body desi gnated "D32-2H8G1" which com pr i ses VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 52-54 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, i n SEQ ID Nos. 151-153.
19. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-4" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 55-57 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 154-156.

---

20. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-5" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 58-60 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 157-159.

---

21. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-14" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 61-63 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 160-162.

---

22. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-24" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 64-66 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 163-165.

---

23. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-31" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 70-72 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 169-171.

---

24. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invented on 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-<i>DENV</i> anti body designated "DMSC-36" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 73-75 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 172-174.

---
25. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-38" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 76-78 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 175-177.

---

26. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-37" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 79-81 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 178-180.

---

27. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-8" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 82-84 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 181-183.

---

28. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-13" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 85-87 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 184-186.

---

29. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-17" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 88-90 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 187-189.

---

30. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As inventions 1, wherein the anti body is a human anti-DENV anti body designated "DMSC-30" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 91-93 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 190-192.
31. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invention 1, wherein the antibody is a human anti-DENV antibody designated "DMSC-2" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 94-96 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 193-195.

---

32. claims: 1-11 (partially)

As invention 1, wherein the antibody is a human anti-DENV antibody designated "DMSC-1" which comprises VH CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 97-99 and VL CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3 sequences as set forth, respectively, in SEQ ID Nos. 196-198.
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